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RACQUEL KELLER, ARTIST

PAINTING

Choose a favorite painting or further personalize your
experience by commissioning a custom painting. Follow
the step by step instruction or go off road to really make it
your own! Creativity encouraged! 2 hours.

PET PORTRAITS

Capture the individual personality of your pet in a unique
painting. Turn a favorite photograph of your pet into a
colorful canvas using acrylic paint. This workshop is
intentionally kept small to ensure that each participant
gets individualized attention. 4 hours.

MIXED MEDIA

Take the mystery out of mixed media and jumpstart
your art making. We will cover the basics of how to lay
out a mixed media art piece. 2 hours.

EXPLORING ABSTRACTION

Explore painting intuitively with a variety of markmaking techniques. Perfect for beginners and
experienced artists who want to explore the freedom of
creating non-representational art. 2 hours.

CREATIVE COLLAGE

Learn how to use color, context and composition with a
variety of materials to tell a story using creative collage
techniques. 2 hours.

ART OF THE ALTERED BOOK

Explore how to take a book and turn it into a work of art,
creative journal or sketchbook. Perfect for anyone who
wants to explore the freedom of transformation of an
everyday object into a work of art. 2.5 hours
MONOTYPES

Explore the joy of making monotypes! Monotypes are
a fun and flexible printmaking technique. A monotype
is made by drawing or printing on a piece of acrylic or
glass to make a singularly unique artwork. 2 hours.

ALCOHOL INK TILE PAINTING

Making alcohol ink tiles may make you think you can
do magic! Each tile is beautifully unique and the
process is extremely beginner friendly. Using ceramic
tiles as a canvas, personalize your own set of 4 coasters,
2 hours.
TAKING A LINE FOR A WALK

Paul Klee is famous for saying "A line is a dot that went for
a walk.” Make your own Paul Klee style drawing inspired
by music & nature. Learn to animate the music by taking a
line for a walk. 2 hours.

SUMI-E PAINTING

Want to slow down a bit? Learn to use black ink and an
elegant economy of line to capture the timeless beauty
and complexity of the natural world through Sumi-e
Painting. 2 hours.

